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      Hi,                                                                                                                                                                 

My name is Ramos. I am 11 years old. I am from Spain. I live in Madrid. I am in class 

B1. My favourite colour is red. My favourite day is Thursday, because I have Spanish. I 

have a new friend. His name is Matias. Nice to meet you .                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                 Ramos  .                                                                          

                                                                                                            Adapted  by teacher. 

                                                                                                               

Part One(14 pts) :                                                                                                                                                                       

A-/ Reading and Comprehension                                                                                                                   

Read the text carefully and do the following activities:                                                                                                   

Activity one (03pts):   Complete this table with information from the text.      

                                                                 

 

 

 Activity two( 02pts):Choose a,b or c then complete the follwing sentences.  

- His favourite colour is …………………………………………… 

a ) red                                 b) green                               c) pink 

- His favourite day is……………………………………………….   

- a ) Monday                        b) Tuesday                       c) Thursday 

Activity three(02pts):Match the words in column A with their equivalents in column B           

A B 

-  glad 

-  a pupil 

-  Hello 

-  town 

-  Hi 

-  nice 

-  city 

-  a student 
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         B- / Mastery of Language :                                                                 

Activity one (02pts):Supply the punctuation and capital letters where necessary   

       -    hello my name is pedro                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Activity two(03pts):  Reorder the following words to get coherent sentences. 

 

1 )    / years old  /./ 12 / I am /  

2 )   / pink /./ favourite colour/ My / is / 

3)  / is / My  / Sunday / favourite day / 

 

Activity three (02pts):  Classify the following words according to their sounds   

 

                  My  - name  -  they -   nice 

/ei /  favourite /ai /  nine  

1.......................... 

2.......................... 

1................................ 

2................................. 

 

 

PART TWO:                         Written Expression  

Your Spanish friend introduced himself to you. He wants to know about you.Write a letter telling 

him or her about yourself .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME 
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